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THIS STUNNING ARCHIPELAGO IS WONDERFULLY DIVERSE

BALEARICS ITINERARY

You only have to travel in a few miles inland to escape the 
hustle and bustle of the city life and discover a tranquil island 
of fruit trees, vineyards, and olive groves. The Balearic Islands 
are the ultimate charter sanctuary and the perfect place to 
experience the calm serenity the Mediterranean has to offer. 
Sustained by a tranquil climate, this awe-inspiring 
archipelago offers much more than just sun, sea and sand; 
the Balearic Islands are the ultimate Spanish island 
destination.

Each island is unique in character and charm offering many 
reasons to explore these stunning islands and islets. Mallorca, 
the largest of the islands has retained its original unspoiled 
charm, with wrought iron balconied buildings and attractive 
squares boasting a seductive appeal. The capital city, Palma 
de Mallorca is an unmissable stop. Often likened to a little 
Barcelona, Palma is blessed with excellent superyacht 
facilities, as well as some wonderful restaurants and bars. 



ISLE DE CABRERA
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ISLA DE CABRERA 

BALEARICS ITINERARY

Take a picnic up with you to make the most of the views 
before heading into the national park. Take a walk through 
some of the marked trails to enjoy the natural flora and 
fauna of the terrain and then make your descent back to the 
harbour for an evening of delicious tapas and a cooling dip in 
the ocean.

Your luxury charter yacht tour of the Balearics begins on the 
uninhabited islet of Isla de Cabrera. Located off the southern 
coast of Majorca, this island offers a flavour of Spain's past as 
well as an impressive introduction to the natural beauty 
surrounding the Balearic Islands. On arrival, your first port of 
call will be Cabrera Castle. Erected in the 14th century, this 
castle dominates the mountainous region of the islet and 
provides some staggering panoramic views of the 
surrounding area. 



IBIZA
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IBIZA
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Ibiza offers some of the most dazzling natural beauty in the 
Mediterranean and includes registered U.N. World Heritage 
Sites such as ‘God’s Finger’ in Benirràs Bay. The island is also 
home to several secluded beaches best reached by luxury 
yacht, including Es Cubells which is Cubells nestled among 
terraces entwined with orange, lemon and olive groves and 
offers high quality, authentic family-run restaurants. For some 
more rugged exploration, visit the scenic beaches of Cala
Codolar, Cala Llarga and Agua Blanca which vary from soft 
golden sand to pebbles and are fringed by lush woodland.

The Balearic Islands offer some of the most enchanting 
cruising spots in the Western Mediterranean, alongside 
excellent yachting facilities. Choose glittering nightlife with 
international DJs or secluded bays with whitewashed hilltop 
towns, the Balearics have it all. Ibiza’s 200km of coastline 
dotted with dozens of tiny coves, more than 50 glorious 
beaches and myriad stylish hotels, bars and restaurants 
ensure it is much more than its party island reputation 
suggests. 



FORMENTERA
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FORMENTERA
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Despite being just 17 kilometres from Ibiza, Formentera is a 
million miles away in terms of personality. While Ibiza burns 
the candle at both ends, Formentera’s flames flicker gently in 
the laid-back harbour-side restaurants of La Savina, and the 
lantern-lit hippy markets of El Pilar de la Mola. Even the 
island’s capital has go-slow as its default setting. San 
Francisco is built around an unhurried central square, where 
notice boards advertise massages and yoga classes. 
Promising blemish-free beaches, sleepy harbour towns, and 
colourful markets, holidays to Formentera are for people who 
like to lose track of time.

A little over 20 km below Ibiza lies the blissful and Bohemian 
island of Formentera, an unspoilt, peaceful paradise with 
gorgeous beaches, sparkling waters and one of the easiest 
spots to lose yourself that we know of. 

Beaches with the whitest sand and waters the clearest and 
most crystalline you could ever hope for have marked out this 
island as one of the most idyllic destinations in the Balearics. 
Many believe that the beaches on Formentera are among the 
best in the world and when you get there, you will think so 
too. 



PORT D’ANDRATX
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PORT D’ANRATX
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Moving north of the settlements you will find a lot less people 
and a lot more mountains. Ideal with a guide, you can see 
various towns across the islands and you may even be able to 
see some of the observation towers which were built in the 
1600s. A total of 12 still stand out of the 14 towers erected in 
the area, to watch out for pirates and other invading parties.

Finish off the day as you please and get back to the yacht in 
time to enjoy a spectacular sunset from your own private 
viewing platform.

As a municipality of Majorca, Andratx is nestled in to the 
south eastern corner of the main island and features some of 
the most staggering scenery that Majorca has to offer. With 
the main towns built into valleys, there are some close knit 
communities to see which give you a true insight into the 
way the Spanish live on the islands.
Enjoy some freshly prepared lunch in one of the local cafes 
before heading up towards the northern region of Andratx. 



PUERTO SOLLER
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PUERTO SOLLER
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After descending the tower you can indulge in some freshly 
prepared tapas and Spanish cuisine at one of the many local 
cafes lining the harbour.

Moving away from the harbour, Soller boasts the impressive 
claim that it is part of the UNESCO World Heritage family. The 
surrounding area is laden with ancient olive trees as well as 
fruitful orange groves and a flourishing river. If you love birds 
or ducks this particular water feature will peak your interest 
as you can expect to see greylag geese, mallard ducks, 
muscovy ducks and many other varying breeds.

Sticking to the stunning coastline of Majorca, your next stop is 
the quaint and pretty Puerto Soller. Sat in a quiet northern 
corner of the island, this destination is much quieter than 
nearby towns and offers peace, serenity and sights not to be 
missed.

When anchoring down in the harbour it isn't hard to spot 
your first visit. Guarded by a lighthouse, the port is welcoming 
and beckons you to explore. Hop over to the lighthouse to 
climb to the top and see some pretty views of the harbour 
and the town of Soller. 



PUERTO POLLENSAPUERTO POLLENSA
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PUERTO POLLENSA
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Returning to the more central area of the town you can try 
out some traditional cuisine and visit the weekly market to 
buy some cultural goods including fresh produce, crafts and 
clothing. If religious monuments are of interest to you, the 
Church Of Our Lady Of Carmen is located nearby and is open 
to all visitors.

To finish off your day, return to your luxury charter yacht for 
some water sports of your choosing and a relaxing evening 
watching the sunset over a glass of wine.

Still cruising around the coast of Majorca on your luxury 
charter yacht, the next stop is Puerto Pollensa. Relatively 
close by to Puerto Soller, this small town is another quiet but 
charming location which indulges visitors in the Spanish way 
of life.

Disembarking at the harbour, take in the sights by walking 
along the Pine Walk. This is the most popular walk in the area, 
which shows off pretty sights of the surrounding coastline 
and ends up at an old military base which is now home to 
several fire fighting vehicles. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi80JrG3cTeAhVQWBoKHWuzAAQQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.travelsupermarket.com/en-gb/holidays/spain/balearic-islands/majorca/puerto-pollensa/&psig=AOvVaw1vVDxzGl3LvncwxCAO7UIo&ust=1541764223180543


PALMA
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PALMA
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Start off with a quick visit to La Seu. A vast cathedral which 
was actually built over a mosque, this building took over 350 
years to complete and is definitely not to be missed. Moving 
around behind the cathedral you can visit the old town which 
displays an array of different styles of architecture with some 
generous nods to an Arab background. Another stop to make 
before leaving the city is the 11th century Arab Baths. The 
location is also home to some splendid gardens which are 
home to many local flora and fauna as well as birds and palm 
trees.

On your last day of your luxury yacht charter vacation in the 
Balearics, you return to where you started at Palma. Before 
starting your return journey home, make the most of this 
bustling location by seeing some of the cultural sights you 
won't see anywhere else. Start off with a quick visit to La Seu. 
A vast cathedral which was actually built over a mosque, this 
building took over 350 years to complete and is definitely not 
to be missed. Moving around behind the cathedral you can 
visit the old town which displays an array of different styles of 
architecture with some generous nods to an Arab 
background.



WHERE TO EAT
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WHERE TO EAT
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SA FORADADA MALLORCA

Sa Foradada is one of those eateries you remember long after 
the summer tan has faded. Famed for its traditional paellas 
cooked over a wood-fired grill, its unique setting and 
ambience make it one Mallorca’s most memorable 
experience. The best part is, you can only arrive here via boat.

CAP FALCO

The idyllic beach of Cala Falco is an oasis in the Magaluf area. 
The small beach club and restaurant that resides there offers 
stylish seats, loungers and sun beds to relax overlooking the 
glistening waters of the Bay of Cap Falco. This beach bar, 
located in the south-west of Majorca with elegant seating, is 
the perfect place to sunbathe from sunrise to dusk.
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WHERE TO EAT
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ARGOS RESTAURANT PORT POLLENSA

Situated in the non-descript La Goleta hotel, Argos restaurant 
is the home to the region’s only Michelin star, and the kitchen 
of Chef Alvaro Salazar, voted the best chef in 2018’s 
prestigious biannual cook-off, the Alimentaria Competition 
who offers his "free cuisine", based on seasonal and local 
products, in line with Balearic home cooking but, at the same 
time, adventurous and globetrotting.

BLUE MARLIN IBIZA

Enjoy fresh tropical drinks and delectable Mediterranean-
Oriental fusion cuisine while lounging on the beach side 
listening to funky chillaxing tunes mixed by local DJ Paco 
Fernandez. Woke up late in the morning? No problem, for 
Ibiza offers late brunches. Take a dip in the cool waters of the 
bay while waiting for your order to be cooked and served 
fresh and hot by a kitchen team managed by young 
Salzburg-born chef Christian Dintl. Fresh sushi is served from 
1 p.m. to 1 a.m. made by sushi master Tom Blackshaw.



WHERE TO PARTY
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WHERE TO PARTY
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OCEAN BEACH IBIZA

O Beach Ibiza is dedicated to creating a unique and lavish 
lifestyle experience for those looking for the ideal daytime 
destination under the Mediterranean sun.
Located on the west coast of Ibiza in San Antonio, O Beach is 
situated along the beautiful S’Arenal waterfront, complete 
with ocean views by day and the iconic Balearic sunset at 
night.

HI IBIZA

Since opening its doors for the very first time in 2017, Hï Ibiza 
has played host to many of the biggest names on the 
electronic music scene, welcoming thousands of party 
revellers from all around the world, all eager to experience the 
island’s latest nightlife institution. With world-class residents, 
state-of-the-art design and sound and a commitment to 
putting the clubber at the centre of the experience, the 
ground-breaking club has proved itself a force to be 
reckoned with.
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WHERE TO PARTY
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TITOS MALLORCA

TITO’S is surely the best Mallorca nightclub. One of the great 
advantages of this magnificent Palma disco is the great 
variety it offers: different settings, different music styles, 
various dance rooms and the opportunity to see and enjoy 
the best DJs and artists of the moment. If you want good 
music, great party and luxury, your club on the Island is 
doubtlessly Club Tito’s Mallorca.

RITZI LOUNGE BAR

At Rizti Lounge Bar Puerto Portals we offer the possibility of 
renting the entire bar to celebrate a special occasion, birthday 
parties and all kind of private events.
Celebrating at a hot-spot like Ritzi Bar with its amazing views 
of the port, yachts and sea make every special occasion a 
memorable one.



FROM TO DISTANCE TIME

ISLE DE CABRERA IBIZA 72 NMI
6 HR

IBIZA FORMENTERA 11 NMI 1 HR

FORMENTERA PORT D’ANTRATX 66 NMI
5 HR 30 MIN

PORT D’ANTRATX PUERO SOLLER 30 NMI
2 HR 30 MIN

PUERO SOLLER PUERTO POLLENSA 41 NMI
3 HR 30 MIN

PUERTO POLLENSA PALMA 88 NMI
7 HR 30 MIN

TOTAL NMI 
308

TOTAL TIME
26 HR
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